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You’re browsing the seafood section of the 
frozen aisle, mesmerized by the options. You see 
pre-breaded Gulf shrimp, microwaveable seafood 
dinners, and frozen cod sandwich fillets, among other 
products. Why on earth are there so many choices?

Perhaps “where on earth?” is a better question. 
Each perfectly-packaged product obscures a supply- 
chain that begins with fisherman in some distant sea 
and ends with your shopping cart.

If those linkages are opaque in the frozen aisle, 
they’re downright invisible to the workers supplying 
global markets. Industrial fishing vessels can deliver 
over a million pounds of seafood at once, but the 
fishermen take home only a tiny fraction of the value.

In this issue of The Catch, you’ll see how your 
support of our boat-to-door model returns more 
value to the fishermen than conventional industrial 
methods. Then, you’ll hear some firsthand accounts 
from our fishermen about how this model improves 
their daily lives. Lastly, you will learn how all of this is 
made possible by listening to fish. Curious? Read on!

On the Cover: Fisherman Joe Daniels 
pulls a lingcod onto the F/V Amnicon 
(Amnicon pictured on this page). 

has this ever been you? 



Fishermen First

less is more
Let’s return to the frozen aisle in your grocery 

store. Suppose that before learning about 
problems associated with industrial seafood 
production, you felt compelled to purchase the 
microwaveable seafood dinner. The next day, 
you learn the company behind your dinner was 
implicated in having abhorrent working conditions 
on their boats, comparable to slave labor. Upset, 
you resolve to never eat that product again. 

This example, although hyperbole, speaks to 
one narrative associated with conventional means 
of mass seafood production, which concerns 
the value—both material and intangible—that 
fishermen receive for their hard work.

Take your average factory-trawl catch 
(pictured above-right), the likes of which fuel 
the global commodity seafood market. There 
are around 200 boats of this size in Alaska, 
collectively reporting an average annual ex-vessel 
fish value of $907 million (that is, the value that 
fishermen receive dockside). In the unlikely event 
that this wealth was divided evenly amongst 
the average trawler’s 100 man crew, small-boat 
operators would still capture an 27% more value 
than each trawl-crew member. And that’s not even 
accounting for the disparity between the quality of 
their working conditions. 

The fact is, the industrial seafood system 
relies on cheap labor and a high-volume, low-
quality trawl catch distributed through a complex 
supply-chain. Fish is often processed multiple 
times internationally before reaching consumers. 
Of course, every time the fish changes hands—
between processors, distributors, secondary 
processors, wholesalers, and retailers—each hand 
wants their share of the value. In this volume-
based system, hard-working fishermen lose out.

When it comes to putting fishermen first, less 
is more. Our fishermen catch less fish so that they 
can focus on quality. High-quality fish are more 
valuable, and our direct to consumer supply-
chain has fewer stops, protecting the quality of 
the catch. Our model insures that more of your 
dollar goes to our fishermen. Oh, and you also get 
tastier fish! 

Industrial Seafood Supply-Chain: Above, a 
single, multi-ton trawl haul will travel the 
globe—and will be processed several times—
before reaching consumers. Each stop captures 
value and degrades quality. 
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Our Supply-Chain: Fishermen-owners like Drew 
Terhaar, above (1), deliver their catch to our 
plant (2); our community-delivery network (3) 
distributes their catch. You (4) receive their 
catch knowing your hard-earned cash delivered 
value where it counts: to fishermen!



Fishermen’s Voice

know your fishermen, improve their quality of life
At the end of the day, all this talk about 

the benefits of our model mean little without 
proof. We want to show you exactly how 
much more value we are delivering to our 
fishermen. To do so, we asked a few of them 
what makes harvesting fish for a community 
of conscious consumers valuable. Fishermen-
owners John Skeele, Brett Zaenglein, and 
Casey & Ali DiGennaro all had their say. Here 
is their account of how our premium fish-loving 
community is materially improving the lives of 
fishermen, one share-box at a time. 

Besides being the smiling face of our 
fishermen’s collective, Captain John Skeele is 
particularly passionate about our model (which 
was in part pioneered by his son, Marsh, who’s 
our co-founder and vice-president). 

John explained that, “Sitka Salmon Shares has 
helped me in two crucial ways. First, the higher 
ex-vessel prices that (Sitka) Salmon Shares 
delivers me for my premium-quality fish allows 
me the luxury of greater profit for less fish. This 
helps me improve my fish quality through more 
rigorous handling.” Catching fewer fish gives 
John ample time to make sure each is properly 
dressed before packing it individually on ice, 
protecting quality. Nearing retirement age and 
having put two kids through college, he greatly 
appreciates getting a fair price for quality fish. 

John also says his way is more sustainable. 
“My new focus on catching fewer, very high 
quality fish leaves more in the sea to perpetuate 
fish populations and increases the demand for 
a pure, delicious and nutritious food, the likes 
of which are increasingly hard to find in this 
increasingly polluted world.” Moreover, John

Upper Right: Captain John Skeele of the F/V 
Sunfish shows-off a gorgeous king salmon.  
Bottom-Left: John and deckhand, Josh 
Christianson, on the deck of the Sunfish enjoying 
calm seas and quality fishing.    
Photo-credit Diana Zalucky, 2018. 

“...my new focus on catching fewer, very high-quality fish leaves 
more fish in the sea to perpetuate fish populations and increases 
the demand for a pure, delicious and nutritious food...” 

- Captain John Skeele, F/V Sunfish



Fishermen’s Voice

know your fishermen, improve their quality of life

only uses the most selective fishing gear-types 
in order to minimize by-catch. 

Brett Zaenglein, Captain of the F/V Ginger, 
is another fishermen-owner who benefits from 
our direct-to-consumer model. “I like Salmon 
Shares because of the connection with buyers. I 
am bringing in fresh salmon, barely 24 hours old 
at the oldest, and I like knowing that this fish 
will be valued for what they are.” 

For king salmon this year we delivered 32% 
more value to our fishermen. For our Kodiak 
jig fishermen, we’re able to deliver 122% more 
value for their hook-and-line black bass. The 
alternative? Selling to a cannery accustomed to 
a low-quality trawl-catch. In 2015, we delivered  
231% (!!!) more value for coho salmon. It’s a 
win-win-win (yes, three wins): fishermen capture 
more value, you get better fish, and marine 
habitats are not destroyed in the process.

Casey and Ali DiGennaro were particularly 
grateful for the security that our CSF member-
market provides. We insulate fishermen like 
these two from price variability. “Getting 
into fishing as a young couple was a difficult 
proposition,” they said. “Sitka Salmon Shares 
made it easier by providing better prices, a 
known market, and support services that take 
a lot of risk out of our operation.” Improving 
fishermen’s financial health and minimizing their 
risk are great things made better by how they 
allow for unparalleled quality and sustainability. 
“Plus, we like knowing who eats our fish!” 
Casey & Ali added in closing. Our fishermen 
take pride in knowing our members appreciate 
and feel connected to their hard work. 

Top: Captain Brett Zaenglein, F/V Ginger.   
Bottom: Captains Casey & Ali DiGennaro,   
F/V Eileen. 

Left: Percentage increase of fish prices, Sitka 
Salmon Shares over factory processors. The 
added value is captured by fishermen. 
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Improving 
fishermen’s lives 
also encompasses 
the intangibles. 
Financial security is 
one thing; having a 
high-quality of life 
in your workplace, 
however, is of equal 
importance. In fact, 
some might argue that non-material markers 
of life satisfaction are the most important! 
In an industry where so many fishermen are 
mistreated, it gives us pride to know our 
fishermen are happy and healthy. So when one 
of our fishermen wrote in with this story about 
his epic summer, we were compelled to share. 
Let’s hear it directly from Joe Daniels of the 
F/V Amnicon, who navigated hundreds of miles 
throughout the islands of majestic SE Alaska, 
catching fish and some awesome photos. 

Top-left: Joe Daniels himself, aboard his F/V 
Amnicon. Top-right, above: Not only is Joe a 
great fisherman and writer, he also has some 
pretty impressive photography skills! He took 
these shots of Alaskan fishing views. 

Notes from the Fishing Grounds: A Year in Review

the canadian border to icy bay

“The 2018 salmon season was truly a great 
one. Me and my crew on the Amnicon covered 
the entire coast of SE Alaska from the southern 
to northern boundaries of our fishery, including 
the legendary Fairweather Grounds and even the 
world-renowned Inside Passage. We fished in 
front of majestic bays and sounds, magnificent 
mountains set above crystalline glaciers, remote 
desolate islands, and many great capes. Of 
course, we had varying degrees of success 
along the way, but the scenery was spectacular 
and we enjoyed the good fortune of mostly 
fantastic weather all summer (a rarity for this 
region!). The season kicked off with a big bang 
for the first king opener and we were fortunate 
enough to locate scores of the ever elusive 
chinook salmon. We also endured the season’s 
only foul weather—and it was plenty foul. 
Fishermen will gladly bear bad weather for good 
fishing, but we don’t have to like it!  After kings 
closed on July 15, we turned our focus to cohos 
and were pleasantly surprised to catch some of 
the biggest cohos of the last decade. They did 
not appear in large numbers, but made up for 
it with size and stature. There are few greater 
pleasures in life than pulling big, beautiful, blue, 
green and silver hued salmon aboard from our 
pristine waters to carefully ‘dress’ and preserve 
them away on ice for you all. We hope you 
enjoyed this years king salmon (we fought hard 
for them) and the big thick delicious cohos that 
didn’t come easy, but came gigantic! 

 
Enjoy! - Joe Daniels - Amnicon - Sitka, AK” 



We’re Really Fishing Promise

changing oceans and expectations
 On October 1st, we quietly opened 

enrollment for our 2019 CSF. With it, we made 
a few important announcements, including an 
increase in prices for 2019 shares, a series of 
trip-giveaways, and most importantly our We’re 
Really Fishing Promise. We can’t emphasize 
enough how important this promise is for our 
continued transparency, sustainability, and 
responsibility to you, fishermen, and fish. Why? 

In the context of a seafood system that 
exploits labor, the environment, and consumers 
for the sake of efficiency, we believe this 
promise guarantees a better path forward. 
Faced with changing oceans and increasingly 
variable fisheries, we have found it necessary to 
reconsider exactly what we’re promising for our 
members. In 2019, we will no longer guarantee

We’re really fishing, and we have photo evidence 
to prove it! Below,  Joe Daniels and his deckhand 
pull wriggling lingcod aboard the F/V Amnicon. 
Fishermen like Joe are indebted to the wild 
resource that they harvest—fish—but changing 
oceans are making fisheries increasingly 
unpredictable. Fish-eaters may have to change 
their expectations as a result. 

90% of fish that Americans  
consume is industrially 
produced by large 

factory ships and industrial fish farms. 

a specific poundage for species in your CSF 
share box. We trust you’ll understand that this 
is not for lack of effort on our part, but rather a 
reflection of us listening to fish and responding 
accordingly. Even with the best management in 
the world, sometimes fish just don’t show up as 
planned. This promise is our way of addressing 
this reality. 

Here at Sitka Salmon Shares, we know that 
there’s a better way to harvest and eat seafood. 
That way begins with our small-scale family 
fishermen and ends with tastier fish for you and 
your family. We promise that we won’t change, 
but we can’t promise that fisheries won’t. So 
if you haven’t yet, please read our promise at:  
sitkasalmonshares.com/pages/really-fishing-
promise 



Enroll for our 2019 community-supported fishery at  
SitkaSalmonShares.com
Drop us a line or follow our adventures:

      /SitkaSalmonShares        @SitkaSalmonShares        @SitkaShares

309-342-3474  salmonsupport@sitkasalmonshares.com
Writing, layout, design, and captions by Sean Treacy. Design elements by Petrick Design and Codo Design. Photography by Skyler Creative, 
Joe Daniels, and Diana Zalucky. Copyediting and substantive editing by Craig Kinnear, Nic Mink, and Brittany Lumberry. 
Printed by Econoprint. Created by Sitka Salmon Shares just for our members. Published in Nov. 2018. 

Win a Trip to Sitka! November’s Opportunity:

Can you guess the weight of this halibut?!

Want	to	win	a	trip	for	two	to	our	home	in	Sitka,	Alaska,	June	9th-14th?	Here’s	how	you	can	in	1-2-3!	
1. Guess the weight of the huge halibut in the picture above. Your guess must be to the tenth of a pound! 

(i.e. 23.5 lbs.)
2. Post the above image (it will be/was emailed to you) to Facebook or Instagram with your guess. The 

post must include the hashtag #guesstogo2018 and be @sitkasalmonshares. If you don’t have social 
media, you can submit your guess via email as well to salmonsupport@sitkasalmonshares.com. 

3. Whoever gets it right (or closest) will win! If multiple guesses are correct, we’ll pick one randomly. 

Let the games begin! 


